Literacy for a Billion

Movie: Dil Ka Rishta
Year: 2003

Song: Mera Dil Haay Dil
Lyricist: Sameer

दिल हाय दिल
मेरा दिल
हाय दिल
कब बन जाएगा
tेरे काबिल

मेरा दिल
हाय दिल
मेरा दिल
हाय दिल
कब बन जाएगा
tेरे काबिल

Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Hay Dil

Kab Ban Jaagega
tere Kabital

Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil

Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil

Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil

Drar Bene Shaahnai
Shahnai Shahnai
Mene Dekhi Spano Men Doli
Bun Men Teri Dulhan
Hon Dulhan Hon Dulhan
Chhmvahm Karta Papaliya Bolti

Harr Kadam Kahie Hamraahi Too
Mai Ho Terei Manjil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil

Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil

Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil
Mera Dil
Hay Dil

Tuise Hamasha Chahoon
Bas Chahoon Main Chahoon
tera Divana Ban Gaya
Jameleon

Tuze Batao Kaise
Hon Kaise Main Kaise
tere Liye Hai Pagal
Har Dhunkan

Har Hosi Nam
Aasa Khar De
Ab To Merei Muskil

Hay Dil
Mera Dil
}
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